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In opinion of the author of ref. [1] "there are methods and formulae in science, which

serve as master-key to many apparently different problems. The resources of such things

have to be refilled from time to time. In my opinion (A.M. Polyakov) at the present time

we have to develop an art of handling sums over random surfaces. These sums replace

the old-fashioned sum over random paths. The replacement is necessary, because today

gauge invariance plays the central role in physics".

The general picture has been envisaged as follows ([2], [3], [4]): one should try to solve

loop-space or generalized Schrodinger functional wave equations by the appropriate flux

lines functionals represented by transition amplitudes given by the sums over all possible

surfaces with fixed boundary

here C is some loop (smooth or a random closed path), Sc is a surface bounded by the

loop C and A(Sc) is the area of this surface and a' an extrinsinc (lenght square) constant

(the Regge slope parameter).

The main point on Polyakov's propose is to introduce besides the surface parametriza-

tion XM(£i,£2), an intrinsic metric tensor <7ob(£i?£2) and a quadratic functional on the

random surface X^i,^) field substituting the area functional in eq. (1) (with 2ira' = 1)

A(sc) = \JD d'aVgg^aX^xniO (2)

It is very important to remark that the above 2D-gravity induced surface functional

has the geometrical meaning of the area spanned by the surface -^^(^1,^2) only at the

classical level a' —> 0 (see ref. [5] for a study for the pure geometrical Nambu-Goto action

in the framework of these reparametrization invariant functional integrals).

In order to proceed to the quantum theory, A.M. Polyakov has proposed that the quan-

tum surface average of any extended reparametrization invariant functional

$[XM(£1,£2);#ai(6>£2)] s n o u ld be given by the following expression without given the

derivation

(3)
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The reparametrization invariant functional measures on eq. (3) are associated to the

following functional measures (the well-known de Witt functional metrics ([6])

\\6Xq2 = J d2a9(OY/2 SX,(C)6X,(0 (4)

and

l l * r f = /cPt[9(0? /2 (9aa'9W + Cgabga'b')6gab6ga,bl (5)

where C ^ — | is an arbitrary constant.

The reparametrization invariant gaussian functional integral ^(^1,^2) is easily eval-

uated with the result in the conformal gauge gab = p28ab (for closed boundary less 2D-

compact Riemannian manifolds)

lug £) (6)(lug £)

The functional integration on the intrinsic metric field is well-known ([1]) with infinites-

imal coordinate transformations {Ga(£i>£2)} around the conformal orbit (i.e.,

V L = ^ €c= 0)

j J l (7)
Here

<f>ab = ( V a Eb + V 6 €a)gab=pl6ab (8)

From eq. (7) we derive the correct integration measure in terms of the Feynman

measures, denoted by the symbol DF(-) =

(9)

Here the Polyakov's operator C is obtained from eq. (7) and given by

(C € ) . = V 6 ( V a G6 + V 6 £a)\gab=P*6ab (10)

and its functional determinant was exactly evaluated (acting on smooth C°° compact

support vector-sections on S)
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By combining eq. (6) with eq. (11) and eq. (3), we obtain the partition function for

the closed surfaces defined in terms of the correct conformal quantum degrees of freedom

This expression shows the origin of the commonly known critical dimension 26 in the

string theory: at this value of the dimension one does not have dynamics for the metric

field gab(O = p2{0^ab- However for D < 26 one must examine the "cr-model like" in eq.

(12) which is not the Liouville field theory wrongly stated by A.M. Polyakov [(1)] because

the correct theory's dynamical variable in this framework is the scalar field p(£) instead

of that mistakenly used by Polyakov 2lg p(£) = (p(£). These above cited 2D-theories

coincides only for very weak fluctuations around the 2D-flat metric /?(£) = 1 + ep (s —» 0).

Note that the quantum field equation associated to the obtained effective partition

functional is given by (the the two-dimensional effective Einstein equations for this in-

duced 2D-gravitation!)

(2 — D)
Note that our cr-model like (Euclidean) lagrangian (with u2

R = ul + lim -)

describing the closed random surface sum

does not possesses in principle any conformal symmetry as it was imposed in ref. [1] as a

consequence of the incorrect variable to be quantized. It is worth remark that even in the

original Polyakov's work the symmetry which remains after specification of the conformal

gauge are the ? conformal transformations of the ^-domain | —-— |2 = 1 (see eq. (31)-[1])
(XZ

for <f>(z, z) defined as a scalar field. We conjecture that the only phase in which the 2D-

quantum field theory makes sense is its perturbative phase around the "flat" configuration

/J2(£) = 1 + 7j/?g(£) in a i-expansion or other suitable classical pc\{C) solution of eq. (13)

The intercept point probabilities (the scalar TV-scattering amplitude) in this Rando-
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surface theory is straightforwardly reduced to the average

(XX2)
p--pj

x J DF[p]e-«>™ (nlMtiT2^) (15)

It is possible to show that only for (Euclidean) values of external momenta 1 — pf =

— 1, —2, • • • or pf = 0, —1, —2, • • •, the quantum field average eq. (14) makes sense and

leading, thus, to a spectrum without the usual lowest state being a tachyon (see [7] for

the same physical result in a approximate context).

So, our main conclusion is that the summation of Bosonic random surfaces understood

as 2D-induced quantum gravitation as originally proposed by A.M. Polyakov in ref. [1]

is reduced to a massive cr-model scalar field lagrangean obtained in eq. (12), and not to

the Liouville ill-defined model as originaly put forward in ref. [1] (see Appendix 1 for

some related comments). Note that the simplest supersymmetric version of the Bosonic

Quantum Field eq. (12) describes the sum of fermionic random surfaces with critical

dimension D = 10 ([7]).
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Appendix - The Liouville model

Let us point out that there is a formal propose to describe the closed random surface

partitional functional eq. (21) by means of Liouville-Polyakov degree of freedom <̂ (£) =

2^7 />(£) which has the advantages of taking into account directly in the path integral

the positivity of the quantum field p(£)- The important formal step in this study is the

variable functional change

DF[p(O] = U(d [ef«)] = n{ (det (el) (0) d(HO) (16)

Unfortunately the functional Jacobian det \&2) does not makes sense as a functional

change of functional measures. However, one can propose a definition for the above

cited Jacobian as in the original Fujikawa's "hand-wave" prescription to handle the axial

anomaly as follows:

detF [(e*) (£)] = lirn exp Tr (^ [lg (e*) (£)e-
£A»afc=e**

By analyzing eq. (17) we feel that eq. (17) is not sound as it stands since 1) one could

use other regularizing operator as that one of eq. (10); 2) the term in front of kinetic term

for the Liouville weight decreases and leading to a new (incorrect) critical dimension for

string theory, etc... Anyway eq. (16) deserves further studies.
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